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As you move through unexplored and unfamiliar spaces, you find yourself in a 
world that is constantly evolving...

A world of wonder and curiosity…
A world that overwhelms…

A world of expansive beauty...
A world of confinement and chaos…

A world of intimacy and comfort…

These spaces change you and are changed by you…

in This New World...

Scene 1……………………………………………………………………….................................Wonderment
“Finale” from Mr. Magorium’s Wonder Emporium - Zigman/Desplat
The space immediately begins to respond to the performer and leads us to a final 
arrival of excitement and anticipation to explore spaces not yet seen.

Scene 2…………………………………………………...................………………………………….Overwhelm
Piano Concerto No. 3 - Sergei Prokofiev
The hustle and bustle of a rapidly-moving environment can be overwhelming, 
especially with new obstacles and opportunities around every corner. 

Scene 3…………………………………………………………………………..................Wide Open Spaces
“Largo” from New World Symphony - Antonin Dvorak
Imagine staring out into the grandeur of expansive beauty. Using a 21st-century 
reimagination of Dvorak’s most beautiful melody, we explore this new, wide open 
space. 

Scene 4…………………………………………………………………............….Confinement and Chaos
A Child’s Garden of Dreams - David Maslanka
Maslanka’s immense tone poem creates a unique textural palette for the brass 
and percussion that compliments the journey into uncomfortable and claustro-
phobic spaces. 

Scene 5………………………………………………………………………………….....................……..Intimacy
Picture Studies - Adam Schoenberg and New World Symphony
Using one of the world’s most performed new orchestral works, we examine the 
concept of intimacy through personal space, musical textures, and proximity of 
the performer to the audience. 

Scene 6…………………………………………………………………………………...................….Confidence
“Finale” from Mr. Magorium’s Wonder Emporium - Zigman/Desplat
The joy of self-discovery and the celebration of tools collected on our journey are 
at the center of this triumphant ending, which finds our performers confident 
and comfortable exploring the world ahead...

The Synopsis:

Phantom Regiment’s 2018 summer production aspires to examine the cause & ef-
fect that the newcomer can have on a variety of environments. This study is done 
through the abstract lens of modern dance, and uses the hexagon symbolically 
throughout its design as a way to consider tessellation —the ability to combine 
simple shapes in an effort to create a more complex whole—making something 
new out of what already exists. This infinite possibility of pairings allows us to 
explore a variety of tunnels & passageways; to unlock an endless series of doors; 
to constantly find ourselves in new spaces... the idea that these interactions will 
leave both a person and a place forever changed.

The Sounds:

Dvorak’s seminal 9th symphony serves as a throughline and connective tissue 
throughout the program, with the remaining source material drawn from dynam-
ic and stylistically-varied works for the screen and the concert stage. A variety of 
acoustic and electronic musical textures evolve as we travel through each new 
space, always rooted in fantasy, curiosity, and wonderment.

The Set:

Eight architectural structures serve to create the constantly evolving stage for our 
production. These mobile, mammoth, copper-piped portals not only provide the 
boundaries of some worlds, but offer our performers gateways into others. These 
partial hexagons are joined by an intimate downstage environment that affords 
the front ensemble a unique leveling experience where other performers can 
integrate with and float above these traditionally sequestered musicians.

The Look:

Costumed in sleek, modern dance wear in a sea of aqua & turquoise, the Phantom 
Regiment Color Guard will breathe life into tones of oxidation from the set and 
stand in vivid contrast to this brave, new look for the corps, both classic and futur-
istic all at once. Highly graphic in nature, this Regiment musician uniform boldly 
steps into another world--one that celebrates the Chevron while exchanging the 
helmet for the hood of a traveler’s cloak.

The Choreography:

Inspired by contemporary dance’s ability to create narration from purely visual 
language, and drawing from Ohad Naharin’s gaga technique — rooted in the 
study of one body’s reaction to another — we set out to bring each of these dras-
tically different worlds to life. Choreographer Crystal Pite, whose work is the study 
of cause & effect on large ensembles, also offered tremendous insight: it felt right 
to use pattern-based movement as a way to tackle a visual discussion of tessella-
tion.  These sensibilities can be seen in choreographic moments both large and 
small, musician and guard. Additionally, these concepts are also present in the 
way the collective ensemble has been staged and creates motion.

The world is as many times new as there are adventurers willing to travel through it...


